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Interview with Miss Julia Henderson
conducted by John Charnow*
(This interview was conducted on 30-31 July 1983 in
Miss Henderson’s car en route from her home in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina to New Paltz, New York. )
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30 July 1983
Setting up a UN children’s agency
Charnow,

Julia, your period of association with UNICEF began before you
csme to UN Social Affairs, did it not?

Henderson,

Yes, that’s true Jack.
I began in January 1946 with the
Preparatory
Commission
for
the
UN
to
work
on
organization/msnagemant\ finance and my very first memories of
the origins of UNICEF come fmm the last session of uNin
Geneva when they were deciding to wind it up and to give its
assets to various successor agencies.
I heard the speech of
Will Clayton, the Under-Secretary of State of the U.S. in which
he said that there would be no further contributions from the
U.S. to uNRRA but hoped that the assets would distributed in a
way thst would carry on the humanitarian work of UNRRA. And ,
it was at that stage that I first bacsme aware of the assiduous
work by Dr. m jcbmsn and Al Davidson on behalf of an agency for
I can’t remember whether it yet had its name but
children.
they were urging that the children in Europe should be rescued
by a special agency. Of course, I was there looking at this
from a financial point of view but I was also vexy much
concerned with crucial questions of organization of UN work for
social and economic development and I thought this was a great
idea.
After I got back to New York, one of the things I worked on was
the relationships of the UN with the specialized agencies. We
were drawing up the agreements and Mr. Manuel Perez-Guerraro,
who’s still around as Ambassador of Venezuela at the UN, was
head of the branch dealing with specialized agencies.
Rajchman
The second time I met Dr. Rajchman, was a time at which he came
to see Perez-Guerraro to discuss what kind of organization
UNICEF should be - whather it should be a specialized agency,
or an integral part of the UN, or whether it should be
autonomous. I r.amsm.bervery well Perez-Guerraro commenting on
whst a t remendoua lobby job Dr. Rajchman had done in the
creation of UNICEF as a new kind of relationship which would
recognize UNICEF as an integral part of the UN but with its own
Executive Board and considerable autonomy.
Attitude of agenciea

Charnow,

Sut Rajchman anticipated that there would be a considerable
smount of money on the liquidation of UNRRA that would come to
ullICEF?
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Henderson#

That was my understanding.

Charnow

Did you have indication that aone of the specialized agenices
had their eyes on that money and that they were not happy about
the creation of a children *s agency which might cut across
their lines?

Hsnderaons

I think there was no doubt about that. Those meetings were in
Geneva and agency representatives were very much around and, of
course, I began to meet them in other capacities in New York
too and to understand the strong feelings of WWO which, of
course, waa in its infancy? and the ILO, which was already an
old agency, and by the Declaration of Philadelphia in 1944 had
covered everything including child welfare as well aa child
I think that there waa areat concern about this new
labour.
agency which was organized on a different basis -- by clientele
rather than by function, and they felt that surely it would cut
across their mandates.
Senderson moves to Social Affairs

Charnow~

At some stage you got out of menagament into Secial Affairs.

Henderson,

Yes. I may say that in the five years I spent in the Bureau of
Administrative Management and Budget, I was also interested in
funds for social welfare advisory services and Mrs. Roosevelt
She was in the Third Committee
was a moving spirit on that.
and Senator Vandenberg was in the Fifth Committee and, by
agreement between thsm, they alao put in a resolution in Iate
1946 asking some UNRRA assets be made available for social
welfare advisory services. The tiny little nucleus that still
existed when UNP.RA was dissolved consisted of three country
projects~ one on rehabilitation of the handicapped in Poland,
with Roland Berger as the Advisor, and one in Vienna on Child
Welfare with Marguerite Pohak as the Advisor I and one in Greece
on Community Development (it might have had another name at
This p rogramme was
that stage ) with Glen Leet as Advisor.
adopted at the very first General Assetily, Second Part, in New
York - and began to shape up as a part of the Social Welfars
Division of the Depa&ment
of Social Affairs.
Maude Barrett
and Charles Alspach, two secial workers from the UNRBA ataff
were transferred to the Social Welfare Division which included
I mention that
in its mandate family and child welfare.
because it’s a kind of prelude to some of the things we’11 talk
about later in the relationship of sccial welfare and uNICEF.

Charnow.

And then, because of that you moved into Social Affairs?

●
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Henderson

Well, the real reason I moved into Social Affairs is that the
‘rrygve Lie, becme
impatient with the
Secretary+aneral,
Administration of the Social Welfare Division. It was part of
the Department of Sccial Affairs with Professor Henri Laugier
as Assistant Secretary-General and Alva Myrdal as the top
ranking director in the first five or six years.
The Department included Divisions for Human Rights, Population,
Narcotics, and Social Welfare, with a little Social Policy Unit
which was attached to the ASG’ s office.
Well, the Social
Welfare Division had already had three directors in its first
five years~ the first one, Maurice Milhaud was brought in by
Laugier and later transferred to Geneva.
Then Sir Raphael
Cilento, a medical doctor with an U?VULA background, who went
Then there was a Dutch chap, Mr. VarI
back to Australia.
Heuven, who after six months on the job fell dead on the tennis
courts in Surope.
At that moment Trygve Lie was in Geneva and, according to the
stories I heard, said, “My God, there must be some good woman
in this organisation who could take over Social Welfare”.
So
I
was
one of these colleagues proposed that it should be me.
pretty well known in the organisation since I‘d been there from
the beginning and had dealt with every department, but most
espcially with the budgets for the Economic and Social
I had a Ph.D in political science and economics
Departments.
and experience in U.S. Social Security. So, out of the clear
blue sky came a cable from Lie appointing me as Director for
Social Welfare including the social policy unit. I was age 36
at that stage and the youngest D-2 in the organisation.

Charnowt

What year was that?

Henderson,

That was 1951.
And
took a guantum jump
walfare function in
organisation in that

so, my interest in UNICEF at that stage
because of ths relationship of the child
Social Affairs to UNICEF as the operating
field.

Continuation of UNICEF
US and agency positions
And, of course, by this time, UWICEF was also going through a
crisis about it’s future and I ramember Arthur Altmeyer as the
U.S. member of the Social Commission bringing the position of
the U.S. -- that it had done its job admirably in Europe but
the scene was changing and that emergency was now over - a long
term approach was needed, and it was time to wind UNICEF up.
There was no doubt WHO was
some of the other agencies
weren’t so verbal about it.
quite different aspect of our

delighted with this position and
as well, I suspect, tbough they
So you know, then I was seeing a
relationship with UNICEF and
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we felt it to be an integral part of the
~:~
PartlY because
. . even maybe if Maurice Pate didn’t, always. But we felt
very protective of UNICEF and felt that it ehould be continued
in a permanent form.

Charnow,

men
the future of UNICEF began to be questioned, there were
some
inter-departmental
groups
and
groups
inter-agency
discussing the future of work for children, in which Dick
Heyward was pretty much involved.
I worked with him on it.
And my recollection of it was that the agencies were no friends
of ours.
Social Affairs position
Also Alva Myrdal felt that it would be a good thing for us to
&cane
part of Social Affairs engaged primarily in technical
assistance. And I felt very disappointed with that because she
So I didn’t sense any real support
had quite a reputation.
within the UN system for the continuation of UNICEF.
But by 1950 we already had a continuing resolution and by the
time you came on the scene in Social M’fairs much of the fight
was over.

Henderson

You may well be right but it was still on the agenda of the
Dorothy Kahn wad the
Social Commission and SCOSOC in 1951.
Chief of Social Services when I came to S=ial
Mfairs.
And
Delerneaux was the acting head of the DivisiOn Of sOcial
Welfare.
His interest was in prevention of de~inquency and in
prisons.
So there was no strong support there but certainly my
recollection is that Dorothy was a strong suppo*er.

Charnow#

Yes, she was. Until 1951 the main effort had been in health
and in feeding but around that time thoughts were turning to
what UNICEF might bs doing in the field of social welfare. Was
it called the Bureau of Social Affairs at thst time?

Henderson.

No, it was called the Social Welfare Division and then Social
Policy was put within that Division and Don Grs.nahan worked on
was
in
First
World
Social
Report
in
the
1951.
It
Sammarskjold’s period in 1954 when it became the Bureau of
Housing and Urban Development and Population
Sccial Affairs.
Divisions as well as Social Poli&y and Social Welfare were
included in the Bureau.

●

Sccial Affairs
Lack of impact on UNIaF
Cherrmw

8

the early ‘50s DSA was talking about many of the things
In
which seem generally valid today without a great deal of
change. This had to do with the training of auxiliary workers I

@
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community development, and an
the needs of the child. Sane
earlier, or certainly fuller,
concept of the whole child
health, nutrition, education
compartmental zed.

●

integrated approach to meet all
of these ware in your literature
than in ours. This included the
and the fact that the child’s
and other needs could not be

Henderson/

That was very much Sccial Commission policy, ably supported by
Dorothy Kahn and then Martha Branacombe who succeeded Dorothy
as Chief of Social Welfare Services in 1953.

Charnowr

So w should have been natural allies and partners, without the
reservations about us which marked the rest of the ON systam,
and yet somehow or other the impact that you bed on us was not
all that great. I keep wondering why.

Henderson,

Well, that’s a good question Jack. I have thought a gocd many
times that our influence on governments in social policy was
considerably greater than it was on sane of our sister agencies
I don’t know whether that was hacause we
including UNICSF.
tend to bureaucratic jealousies or whether or not the nature of
ONICEF’s work being as practical as it was in getting out the
supplies whether it’s SCG vaccines or skim milk, or whatever,
had its own momentum.
Priorities were clearly in the health
field and therefore the relationship with WHO was more
impotiant.
There was no room for long-term social policy and social
welfare concepts that Maurice Pate tended to think were fuzry
long-tenu stuff which didn’t have much bearing on the work of
OWICEF. We found more aympathetic ears, of course, including
your own, and, Dick’s. And later, of course, Adelaide Sinclair
began to have an influence tm.
So, I think by the end of the
‘50s we saw more evidence of UNICEF interest. This increased
at a later stage when you began to bs interested in long-range
planning.
Sdward Iwaskiewicz was an important part of this
change.
Then there bagan to be a more sympathetic dialogue, and of
course, interest in all kinds of things, social policy matters,
relationship to econcmic development, and so on. But it took a
long time.
Conununit
y development
Even community development which was eagerly accepted by a
great many countries in the 50s and early 60s - it was one Of
the real feats, I think, for the Sccial Commission and the DSA
because we also had a lot of opposition from specialized
agencies who didn’t want to be integrated into anything. And I
remsnber when wHO simply walked out bacause we would not
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prcsnise that ‘#s would always advise governments against having
a Ccmumnity Development Ministry.
As I rem.embsr UNICEF took
little interest in the idea and did not participate in the
inter-agency group in Community Development.
get
local
idea was
trying
to
But
the whole
thet of
participation since it is participation and the way in which
organisation
technical
services
end
local
you
comected
participation thet is the key to implementation of national
There was a really profound interest in
deve lopnent plans.
community
development,
and
it
with
started
the
Social
Cotission
through the Egyptians in 1951, and by the end of
that decade there were more than thirty governments with formal
ccsnmunity development progremmes, a great number of them having
ON advisors.
And so, this is why I say, there was more influence on the
Now, to what extent
governments then there was on UNICEF.
governmental
those
policies
health
had
impact on
their
ministries who were your partners in the field, I really
haven’t any assessment of that.
Charnuwj

I don’t think tbet in UNICEF ws had trouble with the concept of
However I think you’ re right that in
conununit
y development.
the sectoral way we operated in the field end perhaps also
because of a narrow fecus on what benefits the child, there
waan’t too much scope for moving into it.

●

I had discussions at the time with Glen Leet who headed up your
about
Glen
was
talking
section.
development
commit y
community development as a p recess and we were asking “Where do
the children come in?”
Also we didn’t have a very strong bond with the people who were
doing conm!unity development for you. I don’t think there was a
professional ease or depth in our relations with your community
development people or the assertiveness we got from WHO who
were making waves and made us make them pay attention. Your
people created no tension that caused us to look up.
Henderson8

I haven’t thought about it in that way, although it is true
that some of our people who were very committed were not
I took a big
pushers, not in the same way as the WHO people.
interest in that progrennne personally, however, becauae I
thought that this was really the wave of the future - that this
was the way that sc.sialdevelopment should go.

Chsrn0w3

But then somehow or other, didn’t the whole international
Now with some
interest in community development die down?
differences it is bsing revived in basic services and primary
health care.

●

.,
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Henderson,

Hsslth and education never wanted to be absorbed in this anyway
‘- and bY the way -- I don!t believe that prima~ health car=
or baaic services are substitutes for couanunity development. I
guess basically I agree with Glen.
It 1s a process invulving
people and helping thsm know how to get those services and hcw
to make their own views felt.
It1s got the link with the
services but it is the process itself. I‘ve seen attempts at
revival.
And I’ve seen comnunity development departments,
sometimes in social ministries and sometimes connected with
lccal government - this has happened in quite a number of
That, in my view, is not a bad way to go, if ths
countries.
local government peopla have some status in the government, and
VSZY often they do because they’re connected with interior,
which is usually a strong ministry.
If the idea gets across
to all the ministries that they need to involve people at the
local level, that people need to really have a say and what’s
happening to thsm, and how the services are provided - this is
a doctrine I‘ve been preaching in population work, especially
fsniily planning.
There are so many things you simply can’t do
with the cent ral government alone.

●

●

bureaucrat ic
fights
within
Well,
msybe
because
of
the
countries.
Hare was an integrated concept with an overall
In many countries it was captured by the agriculture
mandste.
extension people so far as the villages were concerned, and by
somebody else - the regional and town planner, local government
snd so on in the urben areas.

Charnow#

In retrospect, would you say that somehow or other the lack of
impact within the UN systsm, and within UWICXF, of community
development as en overall integrative prccesa suffered because
it came across as you putting yourself up as a coordinator of
everything that e, the other UW agencies, who had more money
and more staff, wanted to do. Suddenly you appeared to be the
topping of our cake.

llsnderson~

That’s a vary interesting point. It is true that as ACC we had
an inter-agency committee on community development and I was
And each agency had its own versiont
the chairmsn of that.
had
rural
health
education, WHO
UNESCO
had
fundamental
demonstration,
FAO
had
agricultural
extension,
110
had
cooperatives -- and we stmggled through a p rocesss of defining
community development so thst it encompassed all of these
outreach prcqrasunes which were supposed to get the local
citizens involved.
And even within social affairs, Dorothy Kshn, for example,
couldn’t understand why social wslfare wasn’t the central point
because she felt, just as all these other professional
groups
felt, that they were in the bsst position to be the central
point - the entry point. WHO thought that if you could just
work on health at the village levsl and have a health
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conmiittee, that would ha the beginning of it all and you’d get
psople involved in their own development.
Horace Belahaw, who
at that ttie was at tha FAO, was one of our biggest supporters
of this concept of cormnunity development and defining it not
just in tezms of the services provided by central government,
but in terms of how the people react and what part they have to
play. I donrt think that it!s an idea you can kill eitherl it
will be coming back in other foxma if you bslieve at all in
I remembsr Sir
democratic processes and local governments.
Oaweld Allen who was on the Social commission when the idea was
first
brought to the Commission by the Egyptians based on their
community centres experience, said “Aren’t you just talking
about the growth of local government ... you know that what’s
happened in Britain but it has taken 1000 years, you know, to
get to the stage where people decide all these things for
themselves”.
Social welfare advisors and ~ICEF
Well, to get back now to the social welfare advisors would you
say that the real connection batween ONICSF end social welfara
advisors came when ONICEF becams able to provide for lccal
costs, especially for training, end for assessunts Of needs ~
We could then really enlargs the scope of our
local
people.
pro jects and help social welfare services whose need were in a
large part not for the traditional
UNICEF supplies and
equipment. Social welfare experts without aid for local costs,
it seemed to us, couldn’t get all that far.
Henderson,

o

The
We p robebly have slightly cliff
erent perspectives on it.
social welfare advisors were normally attached to ministries of
And those ministries were
social welfare in that country.
usually the bottom of the totem pole, or not far fmm it. They
did not have as much status as health departments in most
developing countries. They all, of course, took an interest in
children but they were apt to be concerned with handicapped
children or with juvanile delinquency or children with special
needs rather than the mass quastions of child health and child
feeding. They were also concerned with legislation concerning
We had a good many calls, of course, for child
children.
welfare adviaors - and they normally did help countries get
better legislation for child welfare and they did, in many
cases, try to broaden the outlonk of Social Welfare Ministries
and get tham cmrdinated or at least talking to ministries of
health and education, nutrition and agriculture and so on.
There were a good many efforts of that kind - so that may hava
had soma influance on the ways in which governments dealt with
OWICm.
In the ‘50s, you already had close ties with ministries
health but they paid very little attention to social affairs

of

●
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I think at a later stage when you began to be
ministries.
interested in the general assesaments of needs and to be more
interested in development policy and so, some of these things
might have interacted a bit mars. And, of course, these things
always depend on the personalities tm.
Somek&y
like Evelyn
13ersey, in Turkey for example, or Sattareh Farmian/Famian
in
Iraq would certainly not have let UNICEF pro jects go on without
being concerned about them and getting the ministry of social
affairs concerned abnut them. I can probably cite a number of
other cases of that kind ...

●

chern0w8

Then on the UNICEF side when we had sometody like Alice Shaffer
in Central America werking hand-in-glove with your Maude
Barrett.
I think the personality factor was a factor and we
have sn awful lot of people in UNICSF who were very primarily
supply-minded at that point I that, they felt, waa UNICEF’s
mandate.

Henderson#

But you had others like Geti mde Lutz who was also sympathetic
But I think
to whatever social we lfare advisors were doing.
you’ re right in terms of the imprtance
of the local cost
policy in promoting training of all kinds of child welfare
personne 1, including auxiliary social workers.

Charnowt

My impression is that many of the social welfare advisors had a
developed country orientation.
And, moreover, they usually
were only in the country for a limited period of time. Now in
retrospect, might this have had it’s effect on how the UNICSF
field people regarded them? There was a common feeling that
many of the wHO experts were asking for things which were too
fancy end tcm expensive. Were the social welfare advisors in
that stage also trenaferring standard models without trying to
work out the most effective approach for countries because they
weren’t there long enough, and so on? And didm’t the people in
the ministries they worked with also often want those fancy
mc.dels because they didn’t want to be treated as second class
citizens?

Henderson,

Yes, and many of the responsible country officials, had bsen
trained in Britain or the U.S. and rmxt of the advisors were
European, Canadian or U.S. in the early days.
I think by the
60a we bsgan to broaden out the kind of the people who were
Also the community development people tended to
being sent.
But it’s a mixed
come from &ia
rather than from the West.
picture as when you can use techniques from the West.. .for
example, rehabilitation of the handicapped ‘- dear Old Dr.
Kessler who was our Advisor a n-r
of times and also Dr. Balm
of U.K. -- they had been around enough that they knew something
about the adaptation of those models to a developing country.
They didn’t have to have all the same equipment they had to
have in New York or London. But’ in the field of child welfare
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aa such, whether they were aeking for Western models which
couldn’ t be effective and the kind of legislation that couldn’t
I*m sure some of them did that.
be enforced, I don’t know.
But I think of a fellow like Murray Fox f mm Hawaii who was our
Advisor in Thailand - I think he hsd dealt with all kinds of
ethnic groups
long
enough,
and he
was
very thornughly
interested in Sastern cultures, that he was very sensitive to
So wsa David French in East
that kind of adaptation.
Pakistan.
Of course, we use quite a number of Sgyptians in
social welfare and community development - but most of them had
had scsue U.S. training. As the new African countries began to
ask for social we lf are advisers and training, we drew on the
French-speaking countries as well as English-speaking.
Of
course, ae you know, the French social workers combined health
and welfare functions.
ChernOw~

I would guess that to the extent that they had that kind of
sensitivity, they worked better with UNICEF people and related
better to our prngremmes.

Henderson?

I think your basic premise that there was not a whole lot Of
I remembar some of the social welfare
connection is true.
advisors complaining about that, saying they made big efforts
to join with and be partners with the UNICEF people but that,
number one, the projects were practically all in health or in
feeding, and number two, the people were so concerned with
supplies that they didn’t really have much time. Really it was
very hard to collaborate.

●

World social reports
Charnowt

Nnw, to get beck to your impact on us. I never sensed that the
reports of the World Social Situation report were reallY,
certainly in the early days, paid much attention in UNICEF,
except probably by Dick lieyward.

Henderson,

We alwaya had a section dealing with children and, not only for
the social welfare point of view. Don McGranahan certainly was
I think that our
vezy broad in hia approach, as you know.
efforts to document the problems of the two-thirds of the world
that were peer, illiterate, and in ill-health did have sow
impact on planning
board9 as well as sccial policy
of
This was the base for what a good many agencies
governments.
later developed their own.
This includes your “State of the
World’s Children” as well.
Everybody’s in the act now but we did the first Report on the
World Social Situation in 1952, really a companion to the
“World ‘dconemic Report” which had bsen published by the Lsague
of Nations and then by the Economic Department of the UN. We
really were the only ones in the field for eight or nine
yeara. I agree that those rep@rts had more effect on

●
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governments than they had on UNICEF. ILO, wHO, FAO and UNESCO
really collekorated quite well on the “World Social i?eport”.
They each had people who worked on chapters end it was, I
think, a very good relationship.
They usually pickad out
research type people who worked on that with us.
Development p lanninq
By
1958 we
began
working
on
the
two-way
business
of
interrelationships
of the social development and economic
fields and how you got that into national development plans.
And I think this kind of consideration and some really
innovative work that Don McGranahan and Nancy Bastar did on
that queetion had really considerable impact on Planning Boards
as well as on the Economic and Social Council and the General
Assembly.
Iwaskiewiezo

●

Heyward

And I would say that this was a kind of precursor to what
ONICEF tegan to be interested in when Iwaskiewicz came.
I
don’t know whether it stimulated Dick to want that kind of
thing in UNICEF.
Charnow 8

Dick waa an enormous synthesizer or all sorts of development
thinking, all over the world, including within the UN and
I think this is one of his enormous
applying it to mICEF.
strengths but I never felt there was a kind of close personal
relationship in the process of picking his brains or back and
forth between him snd your peopla who were working on it. One
can speculate as to whether that wouldn’t have been much better
for bth of us if this had been done.
Meyhe the agencies worked with you closer because they were
more sensitive in not wanting to be left out of the picture. I
know in the UNICEF Board if any time an agency representative
spoke at tha Board, evary other agency had to have equal time.
IIM sure they did more than that for the “World Social Report”.

Henderson,

Oh, they did more than that. They were real participants.
In
my Presentationa to the UNICEF Board, whenever it was at the
time of “The World Social Report”, I tried to give some of its
findings to the Board and the ssme thing, of course, on
community development as well as developments in the Social
Commission end ~Ic6F, but certainly in the 50’s it didn’t seem
to have any impact on the p rngrsnunesat all.
ACC Working Group on long-range activities for children

o

charn0w8

Would you like to talk a bit abut
the UN technical working
group on long range activities for children.

Handerson#

ACC set up this group in the late 50’s or early 60’s because it
was clear that so many different agenciee were interested in
children and that most of the activity seamed to be on
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short-renge problems (which were multitudinous and still are)
in health and food supplies but thet we ought to be looking at
the whole child in the context of develo~ent efforts.
So much of the action was on the innnediate and emergency
programmed, such as the ones UNICEF would cope with, that the
ACC Working Group felt thst we ought to concentrate on getting
k&h
governments and UN agencies to do sane longer-range
plsnning for children. This time planning was beginning to be
fashionable.
So this was really an attempt to encourage some
long-term planning at a national level snd an international
level so that our technical assistance as well as operations
like UNICEF should be more effectin snd be able to gelect the
priorities better.
After several of those meetings, they
tended to socialize
with a focus around health or nutrition,
social welf;re, education and the administration of children’s
We had a series of meetings at Headquatiers of
progremmes.
different agencies.
Charnow#

You were chairman of this?
Country asseaements of children’s needs

Henderson~

I was Chairman.
And we soon decided that instead of just
talking aE@ut our international activities, thst the ma~
concern was to aasist countries in making aesaessments in the
needs of their own children.

●

And, of course, by this time I also had a keen interest in
demographic growth snd family planning which WHO was not able
to concern themselves with because of opposition in their
Executive Board. Our population people in Social Affairs said,
“YOU know, it would be very useful with all this activity for
And the
children to get some better demographic data”.
demographers at the nationa 1 level could get some analysis made
of facts that were coming out of the 1960s censuses. So this
as also an element in thet long range planning.
so, we did pick out, as I ramamber, either six or eight
countries in which all the agencies had activities which seemed
to have sane structure in government that would allow for
So we agreed on
planning and for the basic neede assessment.
who would do it - who would be the organizing point for each of
these missions.
They were not all UN people - some of thm
were WHO people, some were FAO and so on who actually went to
the countries to carry out these assessments. Those were made
in the late 50’s or early 60’s with verying degreea of
enthusiasm by the country concerned because the Planning Boards
at that stage were not yet up to cross-sectoral anslysis abuut
children.
They tended to the sectoral analysis if they were
concerned with social development at all. They all started on

●
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the economic side. They were concerned in terms of how many
schools were required, or what health services were required
for children - and eo they tended to functional analysis. Not
all the planning departments were interested by any manner of
means. In some cases the health ministries were really oppsed
to spending any time or resources locally on this. They said,
“You know, we’ve already put in our request for assistance and
we don’t see why you people are interssteal in us making an
overal 1 survay.
Surveys are not im.pertant - we’ve got all
kinds of studies, what we need is action”.
So, after that
series of eight assessments, so far as I rsmemb.er, that they
kind of petered out.
Chsrnowx

~ku~~g~siOn

was that UNICEF was not noticeably enthusiastic
Meybe there was a feeling that you were roving in on

our turf.
Henderson,

Well, UNICEF had not undertaken such work at that time. We had
allies, 11.0, FAO, UNESCO, WHO, so long as it didn’t interfere
with what they were doing in the field -- and that was not our
intention. Our intention was to get the government to do the
long-range planning.
Now, here again, I think - it probably
sifted through Dick Heyward’s mind like the World Social
It probably did have some relationship to getting
Repo * .
Iwaskiewiez and others on your staff interested in planning.
And, of course, there was a lot of talk in those early sixties
years about integration of social end economic development and,
the importance of looking at various sectors of the population
- women and children, wxking people, minority groups, retirad
people and so on. ‘I%isbegan to be much more fashionable.

Charnowc

We’ re getting country mission histories and in those countries
where your assessments were carried out they may indicate that
I think it’s worth
these assessments had impartant impacts.
looking into from that point of view.

Henderson*

And it wuld
be interesting for you to ask if it had any
bearing on their thinking and what then happened in UNICEF
It does seem like a logical progression in
abut
planning.
time that that was picked up.
Urbanization
Now, there wae one period in which you came to the Board and
We
tried to interest us in doing more in urbanization.
dutifully recorded your speechss on this in several paragraphs
in the Board reports but nothing really moved for a while.

Henderson#

By the time we did the World Social Repart for 1960, I guess it
was, demographic trends were very clear that there was an
absolutely mass ivs movement in the 50’s towards to cities. And

...

,.
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in developing countries in many situations the people who came
to the city because they thought they would be better off, were
even worse off, end living in these fantastic slums. And oor
housing people, of course were very much interested in this
and that pushed ue in that direction end so we did a World
Social ~port that had a fucus on urbanization, and so thst was
probably the main reason I talked about it at the Board.
This illustrates a point I msde earlier. We were such natural
allies - you were ahead of us in scans things - yet we never
really connected the way we should have.
Am I pushing this
point too hard, do YOU think?
Henderson,

I think you are a bit bscause ky the very nature of things,
ours was an idea job ‘- it was a policy job. Our only outreach
was through the technical assistance progrennnes. We had no
milk to give away, no vaccines to give away - end so it waS
ideas that you were planting in the heads of government people.

Cham0w8

And in our heads, I guess ...

Henderson#

I think in some ways we did, because I think it is true that
you began at least to talk sbc.ut community participation,
although I don’t know what UNICEF did akc.ut it. I expect that
depended on your regional end country directors. You began to
talk about planning and began to try to do something inside
You began to talk ab-aatpeculation and family
your own place.
planning, which did impact on your progransae eventually.
As
you say, we were in advance on the ideas while you were still
preoccupied with the very good objectives of improving child
health and feeding children. And I think these did have some
impact.

●

Calibre UWICEF field staff
Charnow,

We 11, Julia, we were talking about the importance in the
development of ideaa of the orientation of atsff. You were in
the field a lot. I asaume you’ w met a large number of OWICEF
What was your general impression of
people in your field.
them, their background and how they carried out their johs?

Henderson r

There
I travelled on the average of three months every year.
were a great many of our people in the field - nearly all our
studies were based on country experiences. Some of our people
took mors interest in UWICEF people than othere.
I think I never .mde a visit to a country without bS1n9 in
touch with the UWICEF representative for that country. For the
meet part, I found them highly competent and committed people.
They tended to have relief or refugee experience (often in
UWSAA) in the early years as differentiated frcsn the UWOP
reeident representatives who nors often had diplomatic or
econumic backgrounds. At tbe cams time, I would say that there

Q
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were a great many of UNICEF peeple that seemed to be (I wuuld
say the msjority of them - in the earlier days particularly),
preoccupied with supply questions. They were always extremely
busy people, either trying to get something loose at the docks
or get the Government to be more precise about their supply
needs or sometimes complaining that there were ton many
advisora around. And all these I considered quite normal.
I
would say, if I would have to make a 1 to 10 assessment, with a
10 as the best, I think most of them would fall in the 7/8
category. You’ve had a good lot of people in the field.
Reputation in Third World
Charnowt

Let me put to you a thought that I‘ve had about UWICEF people.
It is that there is nothing all that unuausl about the people
However, the kind of work we did attracted certain
per se.
types I and the fact that we were practical and that we were for
children and, that our financing came on the besis of having to
provs all the time that we were doing a good job, added
something which waa not present in the other agencies.

Henderson,

I think it’s absolutely true that UWICSF had the highest
the UN agencies in moat of the Third World
standing of all
countries, because you kept on seeing the practical results of
And, you hsd all these Eoxes, everywhere, with
the work.
UWICSF stamped on them - whether it was dry milk or medicine or
so, it was widely
a new table for the clinic - whatever.
known, widely appreciated, and obviously had better standing
than somebcdy who was going to give you advice and then m
away. And the fact that your people tended to stay a number of
years in the same country also, I think helped the perception
that your people were really helping them in a very practical
way.
Now,
that didn~t always make for their being great idea
people. That wasn’t what they were there for. They were there
as implementors to do a job. You have the exceptions like Sam
Keeny, who was always looking at it very broadly snd very much
ahead, but you had far more of the Brian Jones”, who were first
And, that’s what you needed - that’e
class administrators.
what you attratted. I think they felt, not only that the Cauae
was gad, and that results were visible, but it also bucks UP
that they are esteemed in the country.
people to feel

Time flexibility
Charnow t

●

in

delivering UNICEF aid

Perhapa there was another element which arose out of how we
operated and which, therefore, was different from some of the
other agencies and bilateral aid, namely~ we didn’t have SII
annual budget in which we had to spend the money that year or
we would lose it. Therefore, in assiating a project, if we
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up and said, “Okay, it’s there for next year”. The fiscal year
didn’t mean all that much to us.
Henderson,

Well, I think that degree of flexibility thst you had, was a
ve~ big asset in really carrying through and getting results.
And it was good influence towards those governments too,
because they all tended to be on annual budget which they had
to spend, so thst I think the fact that you were setting some
medel of flexibility was a very good thing.
Nnw, of course, you had one thing in corcnon with other
agencies, and that is, everything was done on a project basis.
I think that we’ re coming to the end of period where that
really w0rk9. klayba it works better in some of the things that
UNICEF does.
Itve just read a study of the North-South
Inetitute in Canada and their bilateral aid pmgrsmme, and they
think that project assistance really isn’t suitable for many of
the objectives we’re trying to achieve. mybe for some health
pro jects you can complete a project on malaria, and ten years
later find that you’ w got to have some mre projects on the
same thing. You might have keen better off to think about it
as a much broader long-tens pmgrsnune.

Charnow 8

Well, of course, we later moved away to what we call “a country
approach” and which there may be projects but they’ re within
the framework of a country approach. But I think you’ re right
- in the early dsys it was all a series of doing something here
and something thare, and maybe they’re related and maybe not.
uNICEF staff
Pate
Now, I would like to add to this record a statement that you
made at a special Board meeting on February 1965, about Maurice
Pate at tie tima he had died. ●
It’s a very eloquent
You emphasized his pragmatism and his simplicity,
statement.
his warmth and human feeling and his ability to get to the
heart of an issue. This is all a preface for my aaking YOU to
tslk a little bit akout the key people in the uNICEF
secretariat and how you felt they fulfilled their roles.

Henderson,

●

Well, starting with Maurice, I still balieve all those things I
said about hie pragmatism and the simplicity and his humdn
wazmth. I nevsr considered that Maurice was the administrator,
He did take a very
in spite of his background in business.
pragmatic approach to what he did and, of course, his main
concern had to lx fundraising for the organisation, and a
certain imsge for the organisation - and those things he
obviously did extremely wall.
He gave the whole thing a kind
of conservative cast I he wasn’ k going to take too many risks
with what he was doing with public money and I think this also

Reproduced in the Annex to this interview.
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to people in governments. The fact that he could mobilize the
mschinery or somebody did it for him to respond quickly in
emergency situations, was also one of his great assets.
And
that, I think, came directly out of his relief experience with
H~mr.
Heyward
Now, he was, I think, extremely well complemented by Dick
Heyward. Dick wag such a thoughtful person and really saw the
policy igsues all the time, and I think, from my vantage point
in Social Affairs, I always found him the best person in UNICEF
to talk to.
Charnow
And I mey say that without tending to give you any extra
Our social welfare
compliments, it was also true of you.
people, I know -- and whomever it was that we had at the Board
who nearly always came from the social welfare gide, always
said what a big asset you were in getting ideas across to
individual delegations even if you couldn’t influence the whole
IJNICSF machine scmetimes in the direction that we wanted them
to go.
Sinclair
And Adelaide Sinclair’s appearance on the UNICEF secretariat in
She certainly waa a person thst we could
1957 was helpful.
I also felt that she was the real administrator in
understand.
She had a sense of organisation that had been
the place.
missing in the very top level because Dick, like Maurice,
But I
wasn’t primarily interested in administration either.
think that was a major concern of Adelaide’s and, she also had
a gOod sense for selecting people. I don’t know to what extent
Regional
the
Maurice was
involved
in the
selection of
varied lot
They were a widely
Directors, for example.
And I suppose there was some combination, after
certainly.
Adelaide got there, of Adelaide, Dick, Maurice on the selection
of Rsgional Representatives.
Bowles
We always found Newton Bowles a very good element
discussing ideas snd what they might msan in DNICSF.

too

for

So far as the day-by-day administration in uNICEF, I really had
little or no contact with it - a little with Moltu - but more
on a personal basis - we’d talk about some of the problems. I
I thought he
always had a very high opinion of Paul Larsen.
was an excellent field man, had his heart in it, he was broader
in his interests than some of the others.
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It’s hard for me to know how to conment about Charles Egger.
Of course, as long as he was in Europa, in Paris, I really
didn’t hava a lot of contact with him since he came to
I had already
headquatiers in 1967 after Adelaide retired.
moved to Technical Assistance by the time Charles took over
Adelaidets job. When he was in India, I used to see him there
and I appreciated what he was doing. He obviously made quite a
niche for him elf snd the p rogramme was running well, so I must
assume he was a gnod administrator in the field. The contacts
I had with him after he took Adelaide’s job were really frcm
the IPPF side) maybe we’ 11 come back to that later.
Family Planning and UNICEF
Charnows

Well, as long aa you’ re on it, let’s discuss how YOU SaW
UNICEF’ a work in family planning? Were you much of an obsen?er
of the debate in the ~ard in which we broke into the field of
fsmily plaming?

Handersonr

In 1966 in Nairobi.
Well, of course, I knaw Shushila Nayar,
I was in Technical
the Indian Minister of Health, very well.
ksistance at that time, and I followed that Board session with
great interest.
Because, by this time, we had dealt wi~
population problems from the demographic point of view for a
long time end Shuahila called on UN Technical %sistance
for a
review and evaluation
of their
family planning
national
prograrme in 1964 and I got my wrists thoroughly slapped for
sending that mission -- so I kept in very close touch with
Indian progrsuane. I kn.4w what she thought of UNICEF’ and WHO.
She was very annoyed that both were reluctant to get into it in
the early 60s so I was not at all surprised that she really
carried the ball in 1966 to get a more positive attitude and
some action to promote family planning both in WHO and in
ONICEF.
I remen@r
her taking Charles Egger to task and the
WHO Representative, when I was at a luncheon in 1964 in India
at her house. She was also a member of the Social Conm!.ission
and so I got to know her fram several points of view, and she
really gave them “what for” ahnut not helping India more on its
It seamed to hs that it was terribly
fsmily plaming.
important for UNICEF to get more deeply involved and I realized
But since you were
its problsma because of the WHO position.
so extensively supporting the child health projects, everything
from the training of dayas, to the equipment at the Clinics #
training of personnel and so on -- that this was an ideal
combination for UNICEF to get more involved in family planning.

Chernow 1

Of course we were bound by the conservative members of our
Board.
However we finally became an important factor, I
believe, in pushing WHO into it.

●
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Henderson#

Yes.

Charnow

Well, that’s a very interesting comment.
For a while in the
ONICEF literature ws kept using tha texm “catalyst” - to such
sn extent that it lost ita value and we stopped using it.
I
confess. that I was the major culprit.
In our literature,
however, we were referring to being a catalyst for national
p reqram.mes and for government involvement. Sut I think that w
certainly were for the agencies also, probably more for WHO
than say, for FAO, which didn’t fight as much for the turf and
just let us take ovsr in scme respects.
I wsnt to document
this as we go along in the Histozy Project. I‘11 count you as
bsing an aye vote on our being a catalyst with the agencies.
I ‘m not talking, howsver, abcmt Social Affairs.

,

Handerson#

Just as you did primary health care.

No, I know.
We’ re talking about family planning now.
As a
mstter of fact, it sesmsd to me that, if I cOuld jump ahead a
minute, that your people who were dealing with these pro jects
on the ground - maternal end child health - you and most of
your people in the field understood, and of course, Ssm Keeny,
more than most, the importance of the fsm.ily planning element
in maternal and child health, and were annoyed thSt WHO didn’t
movs faster on this.
Sut when oT?FPA came along (and that was not until 1969) they
bsgan to push the agencies much more. of course, by this time
we had the General Assembly resolutions, ECOSOC resolutions,
even wHO resolutions and a couple of other agencies saying they
should all cmperate
in this field and that rapid population
growth is really a serious problam almost everywhere, and so
After ONFPA cams in, UNICEFts role actually fell back a
on.
I don’t know if that was bacause you felt that, “Well,
bit.
now there’s a special agency for this, we don ‘t have to be as
active”, or whether you just naturally fell into a supply role
rather tbn a promotional role. What was the cause of that?
Since I’ve bsen on many missions for UNPPA and talking to
UNICEF people, I find them less involved than they were before.
IPPF
When I was with IPPF Charles Egger was entirely sympathetic and
Titi Memet drew up some kind of agreement with us. We already
hsd agreements with WHO, IIA3 and various parts of the UN, and
she propesed we havs an agreement with UNICEF which Charles
certainly worked on himself -- obviously, because it was not
exactly Titi’s cup of tea. And I rememlxsr that we did sign an
agreement with UNICEF which had Charles’ signature on it.

o

Charnow,

Was the agreement aa implemented as satisfactory as you would
have liked it to hava been?
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Henderson#

No.

Charnow,

why?

Henderson#

Well, I think at one stags they undnuhtedly sent a copy of the
agreement to the field or informed them in seine way that the
agreement had been reached.
But for us this meant that the
family planning associations should have access to the UNICBF
offices as well as to their own ministries of health and
A number of them tried that.
education.
They wsre eager to
have relationships which could involve tham - non-governmental
But by this tires, of
agencies -- in some of the projectg.
course, UNICEF’s pattern of work was very firmly established
and everything had to be done with the Government. So, unless
the Gverrrnent would ask that the fsmily planning association
should bs involvsd ‘- and most bureaucrats are not interested
in bringing in NGOS into projects for which they were getting
assistance from outside, or for anything else for that matter.
So that really, the outcnme of ths agreemsnt, in my view, was
I think one could coumt on one’s hands cases in
not much.
which the femily planning association got involved.

Chemow,

Was part of the problsm the fact thst your NatiOnal F*1Y
Planning Associations were not all that strong or were not all
that capable that it wasn’t all a problem on our side?

Sendersons

o

Fsmily
Csrtainly
IPPF definitely encouraged
Planning
the
I remembsr sending the
Associations to work with UNICEF.
letters and I know we sent all the FPAs the agreement that we
It’s obviously true that some of them
arrived at with Charles.
are strong, sane are weak, some are medium and that some of
them have batter relations with the government than others so
whether or not ths govsnunent was willing to involve the NC-9
sometimes just depended on the kind of personal relationships
that
head
of
Planning
existed
between
the
the
Fsmily
Association and the people in the Ministry of Health.
I travelled nearly four months a year when I was with IPPF,
sometimes for fundraising purpeses and sometimes for other
reasons, since I had to raise my own payroll.
By the way, we
increased the budget of IPPF when I was there from $8 million
when I came to $48 million, by the time I left. And, it had
bscome a much bigger business and covered more countries. One
of my standard rounds whenever I visited a country, was to go
with the head of the FPA to see the Minister of Health, the
Minister
of
the Minister
Social
Affairs,
Fducation,
of
Development Planning (if it existed), and to the international
agencies -- to UNDP and. to UNICEF.
So, I’ve had many talks
I always found thsm
with UNICEF people in that connection.
cordial, welcoming people. I don ‘t think I ever ran into any

o
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They usually made nice noises about N~s - but I
opposition.
never had the feeling that it really amounted to much in
practical terms.
Msybe it just wasn’t followed throughl the
UNICEF office was busy, or tha FPA maybe didn’t know how.
UNICEF adviaers

Charlmw1

Cne of the objectives of History Project is to look at current
concerns in the light of past history.
I do hope that in the
IPPF discussions with the new UNICEF headquarters team, they
try to get some analysis of what may have bsen the factors
which kept them unnecessarily apart and overcome them in the
It is really up to our field people. On some” issues
future.
we can send out all kinde of communications from headquarters
but it doesn’t seem to make much difference with some of them,
unless we also have active psople whose responsibility it is to
get out to the field to look at it, to consult with tha field
people, to advise and support them, to be an advocate.
The problem for many yeara as I obsemed
it on a number of
issuea in the past was that having decided on an approach or a
policy, there was no one person whose responsibility it was,
from headquarters or the regional off. :es, to follow up for a
period of time until it gnt well integrated into our way of
thinking or mode of operations.
I believe that some things
moved much slower because of this and probably some innovative
never really tested.
ideas were

Henderson t

Am I right that Titi Memet was your Family Planning Officer at
headquarters?

Chimnow a

She started in 1974.
on Family Welfare.

Henderson,

I know she was certainly the person that we most often had
I mat her again in Pakistan after she’d been
contact with.
sent out there and I was doing a post-retirement mission for
I did about 8
IPPF. I retired as Secretary-General in 19?8.
including
for UNFPA over the next three years
missions
Again, I always
Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh.
had contact the UNICEF people in these cases.

Charnow ,

In the assessment that IPPF is now making of its work, perhaps
it would bs useful if it could look into - in some depth - the
relations with uNICSF and some analysis of what worked and what
didn’t.

Henderson,

% a matter of fact, it would be a very gcod case study, Jack.
This Tanzania mission I am about to undertake for IPPF ‘- Mrs.
Christina Nsekele, the Sxecutive of the Fsmily Planning

In 1976 her title was changed to Advisor
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Association, is a very active wcmum, and her husbend was High
England
He
Commissioner
in
for
a
long
time.
was
Cabinet-Secretary for Nyerere.
There’s no problem between the
Government and the Family Planning Association.
Charnow,

Within a couple of years after the Board approved our work in
about
family
planning,
we
talking
the
need
for
began
interdisciplinary
collaboration
and
promoting
changes
in
As you will recall, the UNICEF approach to family
attitude.
planning, beginning with. Dick’s justification paper to the
Board in 1966 at the time we were considering the policy, was
mostly related to MCH.
I guess that the IPPF under your
leadership had a similar evolution.

Henderson a

Yes, absolute ly. We considered it not only a medical issue
bacause the basic problem (and it still is in countries like
Tanzania ) is education of psople. Of course, itts so much tied
up with the status of women and so much tied up with the
possibilities of education for girlst so much tied up with the
and the men’s
cultural attitudes toward the large family
perception that the more children you havs the better off you
are economically, and the need for social security if you livs
beyond your capacity to work, etc.
UNFPA effect

Charnow ~

Cme of the things I have wondered about is how much the
creation of UNFPA was a factor in our withdrawing rather too
much from activity in this field.

Henderson:

Part of it was
Yes, that would be an interesting question.
that UNFPA money was going into all the agencies, building up
staffs on family plsnn.ing activity. They called on UNICEF for
supplies, and so, I think you naturally fell back into the
supply role.

*

Primary Health Care
Now, I‘m sure that’s not tbe whole picture because, for
example, on the AIJUS Ata Conference, I think there’s no doubt
that UNICEF’s influence was to make family planning an integral
part of primary health care.
The implementation was somsthing else. I was head of a team in
In fact, we had Roger
India a month after Alma Ata (1978).
Bernard of WHO, whotd been at Alma Ata, on our team. As soon
as you got out 100 miles from New Dslhi, what Primsw
Health
Care actually meant at that tires, was one young doctor for 100
thousand people and the doctor most ly wasn’t there I and six
keds that in some cases weren’t used at all and in other cases

●
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people
packed
The
facility.
could spend any
though it was
didn’t
happen
emergencies and

in because there wasn’t any other health
idsa that the doctor who was charged with it
time giving a woman advice on this subject even
strong government policy, for the most part
bscause
he
was
constantly
dealing
with
treatment.

Primary health care and the ways it’s being carried out in most
countries, in order to make a big contribution to family
planning veq much needs Nc& to act as a kind of watchdog. If
they have active local groups who insist on attention to family
planning, that puts some pressure on primary health care
systems. And by the way, we’ve tried all the time at IPPF to
show a concexn for the welfare of the children who are already
here, bscause we think the infant mortality guestion is so
~~rtant
tO us baca-e of its motivational impact, negative or
positive upon on attitudes toward family planning.
chernOw#

AS you may know, the IMR has beccsne more @portent
in mICEF
It is now one of the measures cm deciding on the
recently.
amount of aid to be given to a country.
NGO19

and UNICEF

On the question of NGOS generally I guess that I have bsen
more responsible than anybody in UNICEF for our literature over
the years about the value of co-operation of NGCS -- their
f legibility, their potential for innovation services, their
advocacy, their monitoring potential, and so on. On the other
hand, one needs to be realistic ataut the limitations of many
of them. You canrt lump all the NGOS together and I would like
you to conment a little bit about the things we ought to be
careful about when we work with NGOS.

o

Henderson,

Some of
We 11, I haven’t really thought about that question.
the big ones tend to get almost as bureaucratic as officialdom
I think there is still
does, but that’s not tbe usual pattern.
a bit more flexibility, even though in IPPF contributions frnm
the U.S. are now about 25% and as a result the financial
reporting requirements get more complicated. The Red Cross has
a different pattern? it doesn ‘t have a lot of central money for
grants to National Red Cross and Red Crescent Organizations.
The Red Cross and IPPF are the two largest non-govezmmental
organisations in the world, in terms of numbar of countries,
I would be interested to what
resources applied, and so on.
extent has UNICEF worked with Red Cross ?

Charnow#

well, not as much as we should, considering the fact that Red
Cross has moved into a brosder approach toward health. Wetva
had some discussions with Henrik Beer, when he was Secretaxy
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General, end other people on his central gtaff, about tham
influencing their paople to get in touch with our people so
they can work together at the grass-roots level. But at least
when I was responsible for NGO Liaison we hadn’t followed
through enough, and like with uNFPA, I don’t think we havs
really analyzed in depth where are the obstacles that we could
overcome.
We certainly ought to ba working much closer with
thsm.
Henderson,

Now, one of the things that’a obvious to anyone who’s bsen
involvsd in this N(XJ field, is that where you have all these
national chapters or Fami lY Plaming
Associations, they are
normally headed by volunteers from the elite class, and these
are urban-based people.
And the whole effort to work in the
?mxal areas through NG3s ia fraught with p roblema. A numbsr of
them have satellite clinics, whether it’s Red Cross or IPPF or
some of the other big ones ‘- but they never get too far from
their urban base and they certainly don’t get tw
far from
Those volunteers who determine the
their ways of thinking.
policy of the organisation and the axtent to which
it
cenperates with others, sometimes have elite attitudes toward
the poor.
This has changed to some extent as more and more
professionals have bsen drawn into these national organizations
Obviously, they vary a lot,
both as volunteers and staff.
again, according to the personalities of people bacause they
have to deal with the peer ‘- its a question of the kind of
spirit they deal with the poor. Whether or not they considar
themselves to have any important bearing on sucial reform is a
Of course, the vsry fact
question one has to watch out for.
that they ceme from the influential classes in their societies
means that they hava more influence with politicians and
government officials.
Henderson to succeed Pate?
Julia, as part of the ONICEF history, I’ve baen very much
interested in the process of selecting the Executive Directors
I had heard
of UNICEF. We haven’t had that much experience.
rumours at the time when it seemed that Maurice was going to
retire &fore toe long, that you were a candidate. Would yOU
like to comment on that?

Henderson$

Well, I wag not a candidate in the sense that I was seeking the
job. It never occurred to me to take Maurice’ s place and I was
ext r.emely happy in my Bureau of Social Affairs job after
Harnmarskjold had made his re-organisation and brought housing
and population, as well as my social policy, social welfare,
I had a period that I considered enormous
etc. together.
personal growth in learning to work with these new professional
groups and it just suited me in terms of having a broad concept
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relationship
to
and its
economic
of
social development
development. I had a very gced team, so, I was net lnnking for
Hewevsr, I had been twelve years in
another job in 1964.
Social Affaira by that time and, when I went to Geneva that
Sununer, to ECOSOC, U Thant called me one day.
And, to my
surprise, said, “Julia, we’w
been thinking about Maurice
Pate’s replacement - he 1s going to retire soon and we’vs
decided to ascertain whethsr you vre interacted in that.
I
would like for you to have the responsibility of that
organisation.
I think you’ve proved that you would do an
excellent job there. ” Of course, I thanked him but said I was
not ready to make up my mind.
It would involve much more
fund-raising
On the positive side, it
and a larger ataff.
tied in with some ideas I had on secial development as well as
ideaa on management, and ita high reputation in the countries
was a great attraction. While I was still in Geneva, on the
fourth day, I went back to U Thant and said that, yes, indeed
-- if I were offered the appointment I would accept it.
He
said he waa very happy about that, of course there were some
consultations necessary still in New York but he thought I
I would be the next Executive
should consider that that was.
Director of UNICEF.
So, I began thinking a lot about the job and getting more
enthusiastic about the idea. Among other things, I thought it
would be great thing for the status of women since there were
However, after I got
no women AsG’a in the UN at that time.
beck and maybe a month a lapsed, C.V. Narisimen, who was then
the Chef de Cabinet for U Thant, called me one daY and in a
somewhat embarrassed fashion said that he had to tell me that
the Secretazy-General’s offer about making me the UNICEF
I expressed
Executive Director would have to be withdrawn.
some su~rise about this end he said, “Well, Mr. pat@ has been
talking to the Secretary -Gsneral about it and he fee 1s that you
have insufficient experience in fond-raising. This is a vital
part of the ~ecutive Director’s role, and he thinks that they
can find candidates with more experience. So, that waa tha end
of that conversation. And, I must say, it seemed to me to be
pretty tad way to handle senior personne 1 ‘- to offer them a
I didn’t have any feeling about
job and then take it away.
Maurice, as such, in fact I waa not evsn surprised bscause my
fund raising experience had been limited. My fund raising for
the International Schcd
had worked alright but I knew that
different kettle of fish. Then when it
this was a completely
was announced that Harry Labnuisse would become the new
Executive Director, I was a little puzzled, I must say, since I
He had had experience as AID
knew that he was a diplomat.
Administrator, and I guess I assumed that becauae of his role
at AID, (in fact, he’d known many of the Congressmen there)

.,
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He obviously had more
thst this was probsbly the reason.
So, I had put this behind me and was
backing from Washington.
soon offered snother change of job to be sn Associate
Commissioner for Technical Assistance. So, that!s the story as
I rsmambsr it.
Chsrnow 8

Yes. Did you have any sense that there was an official U.S.
government csndidste that this was discussed at all within the
GOvermmant ?

Henderson #

I assumsd that there had been discussion and I assumed that
when U Thsnt msde the offer to me thst he had probably already
consulted the (%vernment. I think he had not. I think he just
thought that I was deserving of a promotion and he couldn’t
mske me an ASG in Social Mf airs, and he had personal
We worked together a great deal
confidence in me, I know.
about the International Schcd and I had a good reputation in
I think he not only had
the organisation as a msnagsr.
confidence in me but felt thst this would be a reward and a way
to make me an ASG.

Charnowt

The interesting thing abut
the process is the definition of
what constitutes “consultation” by the Secretary-General with
Coes he make his decision first and then consult,
the Board.
or doss he get views and then make his decision?

Henderson

I msy say, in those four days when I was thinking about it, it
was not only the p respect of leaving my well-beloved colleagues
in Social Affairs, but I also had a bit of concern about
whether I would be accepted by the senior staff in UWICE’F who
They were
had baen there long time.
extremely able people
and, if somebody was going to be promoted fram the inside, I
thought they might well resent that I was brought over from
Social Affsirs. But I overcame that feeling.
F.affectionson UWICSF

Charnow I

Well, your willingness to accept it, indicated a feeling about
Could you trace
the usefulness of UWICSF as an agency.
somsthing about your perception of uNICSF frcxn the very early
What would you say would be the major strengths’ of
days 7
UNICEF, its msjor weaknesses, the things that we ought to
emphasize mora that have given uWIC33F a good name I things that
we ought to guard ourselves against?

Henderson~

I must say it’s one of those $64 questions.

Charnow,

I do have a tendency to wrap up everything in one question.

o

.,

-
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Early development
Henderson J

Yes, my answer might profit from some time for special
reflection by me bscause I hadn’t anticipated it. I think that
UNICSF started out on questions of such obvious needs, first in
Europe and then in the Third world, as they now say, that it
would be impossible to pick out any faults with the objectives
of UNICEF in the early period.
Staffin~a I think, as you have said ta, Jack, that ths kind
of
people who were
attracted wrk
in it were, very largely,
people who had UNP.SA experience or other kinds of relief
experience - that went all the way from Maurice to many UNRSA
people who were available at the beginning. You did attract a
who had this sense of urgency about
particular kind of people
getting this kind of practical work done.
I think, as I’ve perceived it, over the pericd of
Tie to WHO#
the 50’s, as you were dealing more and more with long range
problems, that one of ths characteristics of UNICEF was
certainly to bs very much the handmaiden of the WHO. Now, this
was partly bscause the health problems were very obvious.
There were many doctors on the Board of uNICEF as countg
representatives.
You had also your Joint Committee with WHO.
In ao many cases, your links with the Government was with the
I could quite understand the reasons but
Ministry of Health.
it did seem to me that you got yourselves into a position in
the 50s of not being able to do anything that with which WHO
was not in agreement 1 which was a real constraint. Clever
regional directors, country representatives, of course, found
ways of working with WHO that didn’t give them too much trouble
and the re were the normal tendencies of action for people who
had the money.
So, that it couldn ‘t be entirely WHO by any
manner of means. wHO was just as dependent on you as you were
on WHO.
Limited focus $ This, I felt, and I think that Social Affairs
generally felt, meant that you did not wake UP as s~n as YOu
fight have tO gome of the broader issues akxxt children. You
didn’t concern yourself with legislation abut
children, YOU
didn’t work in any practical way on strengthening the family as
the major point of care for childrenl and this is partly
bscause you had a distinct mandate and your clientele were
children. While you included the mothers - you considered them
primarily as the bearers of the children. You didn ‘t consider
as such which would hava taken you into much broader
the family
fields.

,.
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As we talked about earlier, I think your connection with Social
Development, generally, and planning for social development was
a bit halting and many of your senior staff as well as yew
delegates didn’t see much need for that.
UWICEF did come
along, as you said, in the late 50s and early 60s, to accept
many of these ideas such as community development which I
consider basic to really self-sustaining progranunes that don’t
collapse at the end of the skim milk or at the end of the
UWICSP showed relatively little intarest in this.
vaccine.
With such a heavy empbasia end on all this money spent on
supplies its pretty difficult to see what UNICEF could have
done
to
comect
itself more
with
Commudty
development
programmed.
31
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Missed opportunity I education of girls
I have been thinking akout the options that UWICEF might have
taken, as against this total iumereion in health, including
feeding. There is the question of education, for example. One
might wonder if you had put the ssma kind of emphasis in the
50’s and 60’s on education of girls in the schools, which would
hava meant training more women
teachers
in third world
countries, end would have meant p rovidlng more school space
with special efforts to convince families to let the girls stay
in school ‘- whethar you wouldn’ t have had a greater impact on
child health as well as in general development.
Because of postponing the age of marriage, bscause of having
mothers who were better equipped to lmk after their children,
a lot of things would have flowed from that kind of approach.
Sut I suspect that you never even considered this OPtiOn
seriously, probably because like the discussion that we had on
Social Affairs and how much impact it had, UNSSCU too didn’t
have much impact. They had not developed a strong emphasis on
primary education, their interest in education of girls was
quite late in coming, so that they weren’t a good competitor
You had very few people out of
with WHO for your attention.
the educational aide on your Soard too, and none in your staff,
as far as I know. So, it was nevar really considered.
sup lus skimmed milk
And then, this takes us back to another problem that I was
concerned about a good many times, and that is, is your fceding
programme.
I don’t reber
how many years you pursued that on
the basis of sending surplus skinuned milk. But this I know is
a prOblm that has been debated many times from a policy point
of view and, of course, you eventually turned ovsr to baing
more concerned abnut weaning fooda I other things that could be

a
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done locally and, nutrition education. That was a little late
in coming becauae there, of course, you hsd ao much pressure
frem the governments with surplus milk to get rid of. so you
suffered the same kinds of problaaa the World Food Programme
suffers.
Now, those are all general policy points, and I
suppose the fact that you had the kind of staff you did, it was
mre congenial for them to work on health questiona and feeding
questions because of their own backgrounds thsn it would have
to make a big case themselves frcm ineide UNICEF for other
options. Tell MS, did Dick evsr get concerned abuut that?

Cbernows

Oh,

Henderson#

And Adelaide too?

Charnow 8

I don ‘t kncu about Adelaide but certainly Dick was the major
force for broadening our whole approach toward nutrition. Thst
Evsn tbough he
has been a concern of his for many yeara.
wasn’t in a progranuue position, this was considered to be hie
bailiwick.

yes.

Non-political aura
Let me ask you a general question about UNICKF. I have always
had a feeling that one reason that UNICEF had been considered
to ha so much mors of a success than the other U.N. agencies,
children.
was that it was difficult to b-aceme political over
However, smnabody that I recently interviewed, has not accepted
that idea. She believed that the reason why we have been so
non-pelitical is that we were such smsll potatoes in the
wae never
Thst
hsd done
what
we
international
scene.
considered by the countries which had political differences to
bs a pace setter or to have much influence. That was a new
thought to me and I would bs interested to have your comments.
Henderson,

well, I certainly wouldn’t have thought of saying that ~cause r
after all, you controlled more resources for assistance to
governments in the social field, than any single UN agency.
Not as much as UNDP for the totsl progrsmne but in the U.N.
situation, you were ameng the big keys. And certainly, when it
can be concentrated on a few types of projects, you certainly
were the big partner for WHO.
As to whether or not UNICSF is “small potatoes” or not, I would
maintain that the facts show that you ware a big boy in the
U.N. system, and I should say, in temas of social development
In teme
of economic development resources, of
resources.
course, it was the World Bank thst was the big boy and uNDP,
next in order.
And , of course, IMP having its impotiant
financial functions that related to the stability of the World
Monetary system snd to national stability as well.

-.
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Challenge for the future
Cbarnow ,

For those of us who have been dealing with uNICEF literature,
somethes
when we gu back twenty, twenty-five years end then
lnek at the issues we were discussing then and those we are
now,
we
Semetim s
discussing
wonder
if
we
should
get
discouraged at the pace of progress.
What would be your
cormnenton that?

Henderson

I hate to advise anytwdy to be discouraged, but on the other
hand , I think we have to see realistically, what we have
accomplished in the past, what we can accanplish with the
resources now available for these P rogr=mss. And, in addition
to the perspective in which we need to put UNICSF so far as
U.N. activities is concerned, I think we need to look at it in
terms of the needs also in the world! The needs of children of
which UNICEF has spoken vezy eloquently, am.stimes in a highly
public form such as Ssm IGeeny’s beok on Half The World’s
Children, end sometimes in more officialeae in connection with
your State of the World’s Children that has just come out.
However one looks at it, the needa have not diminished in these
You have indeed, touched millions
yeara of UNICEF operation.
of children but you have to ccinpare that with the literally
billions of children who are growing up in the world -probably more thsn three quarters of them new, in the Third
World countries.
The Third World will probably include more
than two-thirds of the wurld’s population by the end of the
In every one of the countries we look at in the Third
century.
World, the children make up something between 45 and somstimes
as high as 55% of the population.
So the growth problem has really gotten far beyond the scope of
all of our international programmed and governmental programmed
We continue to see very high infant mortality
put together.
rates in many countries, particularly in Africa, but also in
Central America snd a number of other countries in the
Caribbean and even sores Asian countries.
Though they’ve been
making headway, you sti11 have very high rates by our
standards. So, there’s much to be done to be saving lives.
And, of course, a great deal more to be done towards the health
of the mothers both by reducing the fertility rates and getting
These are unmet needs and I
a better spacing for children.
feel they are far greater then the needs that have been and are
being met.
When we look at that picture and we look at what kinds of
resources are being applied, we have to acknowledge that while
the contributions have bsen increasing at a slow steady rate,
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the inflation and cost, particularly the cost of persomel
to
men these progranmnes, have increased far faster than the dollar
resources. So, I guess if we take a gmd
look at what we’re
doing in terms of provision of real services and goods, we have
not msde much progress in recent years.
I remembsr Aafael
SdaS
(!dxecut
ivs Director of UNFPA) in Sri Lanka, when he
telkad about the population problems and tried to look at the
future for five or ten years ahead, said, by the end of five
years we shciuld have a billion dollars in resources with the
governments and the international agencies togethsr to apply to
unmet needs of the population field.
Many people gasped at
that or thought it was unrealistic.
In fact, because of thig
kind of vision and the fact that he 1s gone around preaching
this around the world to every government he visits, has meant
that people begsn to look at it with a different kind of
Because of the economic recession in both
appreciation.
dsveloped and developing countries, we are far from achieving
thst goal.
But correspondingly, the Third World governments themselves
have been applying more resources to family planning programnes
and I think thst this billion dollars may well be reached
I don ‘t know what kind of target
within the next few years.
Mr. Grsnt is sheeting for or how much progress he’s made in the
past two or three years, but I do think it is very important to
continually remind people who have surpluses to give, that
we’ re far from the goal of reaching the needs, even of the most
desperately poor people, and most desperately underprivileged
children. So, I just wanted to make that little addendum.
Charnow,

Would you also cay, on the positive side, however, that we have
learned, or in the procees of learning - and we are certainly
seeking hcw to develop more effective progrennnes at a lower
cost, and thst part of the resources - a very important part of
the resources, are now being developed in terms of the trained
and committed people in the countries themselves and their own
experience and their own approaches to finding solutions which
maY ~ more effective than what the international agencies have
thought would be the path.

Henderson,

I haven’t been close enough to the operation to have any
cost-effectiveness data in terms of the resources that are
being directly applied by the international agencies. But I do
completely agree with the implication of your last statement that is, that bscause we’w put so much emphasis on training,
and this has bsen’ tree, I think, both in the UNICEF progrsmme
and the UNDP progrsmme, we now have a vast resource in trained
people, both at front-level and supervisory levels in the Third
World countries. And one of the very obvious things now, when
you
go to many
of these countries,
(I have travelled
extensively since retiring, in Asia particularly and to a

.
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lesser extent in M?rica and Latin America), and you see the
uMcSF
office, the UWDP office - those offices are all manned
by local people with the exception of one or twm people at the
top in each office. They’re very knowledgeable and, of course,
can operate more effectively in their own countries. Then, you
also see that when you get out and look at what’s actuslly
wall trained local people mnning
going on in the projects~
thsm, and that gives you confidence and optimism that they can
carry on, even when the international resources dwindle for any
So, this is really the best investment
particular project.
I remsmbar the first time I went to
we”ve made, I think.
Thailand in the early 50s. They had scme engineers -- but so
far aa economic planners, designers, cost control people - they
simply didn’t exist
in this
Ten years
later
society.
practically all the people doing those jobs were Thais.
ChsrnOwt

.Well I wondsred if what you’ ve just eaid also doesn’t add a
somewhat better note to our earlier discussion stout the
relationship of UWICEF and Social Affairs where we said that we
had really not worked together as effectively as theoretically
w could have. But mayb we were both working different sides
of the street and it is coming together where it counts - in
the country itself.

Hsnderson#

Well, I think msybs that’s optimistic but I ‘m sure there’s some
truth in it, just as I said yesterday, that in community
development which UWICEF didn’t pick up irmuediatelY, (though
now I understand you have someone especially designated to work
on community participation which is essentially
the sams
thing ), and, I think we said then and I‘11 repeat, that the
influence of the UW Social Affairs programme was on the
There were thirty governments that inaugurated
governments.
community development programmed in the 50s and most of them
continued through the 60s, some of them have bsen undone or
Itm sure that has run
absorbed in other outreach programnes.
along the ssms lines that UWICEF was advising and working with
ministries
of health
health
and welfare
for a
child’s
progrsmxnes. So they’re kmund to impact on one another and I
I*M
think ws’ve had no essential differences in goals.
optimistic about the interaction or the -- what’s the modern
word -- the “synergistic” effects of these progrsm.mes.

Charnow#

Julia, among your very many great qualities I’ve always valued,
and so has evsrybody else, is the balsnce you have had between
so I wsnt to
optimism and vision and a sense of realism.
espress my
gratitude to you
for
giving us
this
great
Thank you vezy
perspective for the UWICKF History Project.
much.

Henderson ~

Thank you very much Jack, I’ve enjoyed it.
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